
Fireflies to a mate, 
a menace, or a meal
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Firefly expert Marc Branham has been heading to the field 
in search of fireflies for almost two decades. Once, as a graduate 
student in the 1990s, he caught four Photinus consimilis 
specimens. While he reached for his collection vials, Branham 
put the fireflies between his lips. 
 “I didn’t bite or chew, but my lips went numb, my throat 
constricted, and I tasted something very astringent,” he recalls. 
“It was not a pleasant experience.”
 Branham was actually getting a powerful message, from 
a chemical called lucibufagin, a warning of distastefulness 
to predators and a relic of fireflies’ first use of bioluminescence. 
The summer light shows that will soon begin throughout the 
eastern United States function as brilliant billboards for mates. 
But the full story of fireflies’ glowing ability, which Branham, 
a professor of entomology at the University of Florida and a 
former Theodore Roosevelt Postdoctoral Fellow at the Museum, 
has spent his career studying, is much more complex. Firefly 
flashes we see today are  the result of a chain of evolutionary 
events that is still changing in real time, though it’s a chain 
whose links have always been about communication.

Ancient adult fireflies had no fire at all. They signaled to mates 
with chemicals called pheromones, which are still used by some 
fireflies today. That’s why many Californians have never seen 
the familiar New England scene of a meadow filled with flashing 
lights, even though multiple species live on the West Coast—most 
fireflies west of Kansas attract mates strictly with pheromones.

 Firefly bioluminescence began in eggs and larvae and only 
later evolved for courtship displays. The process of a trait being 
co-opted for another purpose, also known as exaptation, can be 
seen throughout the animal kingdom. Feathers, for instance, were 
likely used by dinosaurs for insulation or flashy displays before 
being fine-tuned for powered flight.
 Experts think firefly bioluminescence has been sending 
a signal from the beginning. It likely started as a warning rather 
than a welcome—an advertisement that a predator’s lips could 
go numb if, like Branham, he got too close.
 The insects’ eggs and larvae appear in clusters, a key to this 
strategy’s success. “If the predator samples one, it will associate 
that experience with that signal, and the others in the group will 
immediately benefit,” explains Branham.
 This attention-grabbing warning system functions much like 
the strident yellow and black of wasps or the bright spectrum 
of poison dart frogs. Only fireflies have a particular challenge: 
conveying their repulsiveness without natural light to show their 
bright colors. “If you glowed in the dark, that would be a pretty 
obvious signal to communicate you tasted bad,” says Branham.
 Firefly larvae’s glowing ability eventually carried over to adults 
as well, and there, it still serves as protective gear. That explains, 
in part, how a trait that seems to turn the insects into blazing 
bull’s-eyes can survive in a world of predators. Fireflies can 
exude the defensive chemical from their joints to the outside of 
their body for immediate tasting. “They don’t have to die to train 
the predator,” says Branham, a well-coached firefly pursuer.

Photographer Tsuneaki Hiramatsu 
captured the flash displays of 
the Japanese firefly, Hotaria	parvula, 
in Okayama prefecture, Japan.



Like any complex trait, bioluminescence is molded and tweaked 
by various, often competing, forces.
 When a female firefly selects a male with a fast enough 
flash, she’ll deliver a precisely timed response and point her 
abdomen, or lantern, in the direction of her chosen suitor. 
That’s because he’s not the only one vying for her.
 Lower-quality “sneaker” males that specialize in 
eavesdropping on flash dialogues may try to intercept the signal 
and mate with her first. The threat of these satellite males 
makes firefly courtship serious business, since the success of 
the female’s offspring and the survival of her own genes depend 
on her mate being up to snuff.
 Whether male fireflies flash at all is also a product of rival 
pressures. Males are competing for females in the game of 
sexual selection, but that’s only one dimension of natural 
selection, the struggle to survive.
 A firefly’s potent lucibufagins, once the insect’s best 
defense against being eaten, repel every predator but one—a 
rogue genus of fireflies known as Photuris. Firefly experts 
call them the “femmes fatales.” They can attract the male of 
another species by flashing the female response he’s hardwired 
to seek, and then devour him when he tries to mate. These 
aggressive mimics curiously lack protective lucibufagins 
of their own but are unfazed by their effects; after eating 
a male, the female acquires some of his defensive chemical 
and can ward off her own predators and perhaps even pass 
the protection to her offspring.
 Femmes fatales, satellite sneakers, seductive signals, and 
protection from predators–together these selective pressures 
shape firefly signaling into the ever-evolving patchwork it is 
today, showing how bioluminescence is far from a static trait. 
“Things get a lot more complex and interesting when you 
try to drill through these systems and see how they’re shaped, 
how they’re used, in the lives of organisms,” says Branham.
 Though for the familiar firefly, luminescing has always 
been about sending a message. It’s just a matter of whom 
they’re luring—or eluding. 

Flashing flirted its way up the firefly family tree. The insects’ 
evolutionary history shows a strange metamorphosis 
unfolding. Firefly eyes grow bigger, more bug-like, as the 
insects’ light organs enlarge. Their antennae, used like 
a nose to follow pheromones, shrink into stubs. The more 
important bioluminescent courtship signaling became 
throughout their history, the more the trappings of invisible 
communication faded out.
 When Branham began his research on Lampyridae, the beetle 
family consisting of fireflies, he assumed such a beloved animal 
would be a textbook case in entomology. Branham was shocked 
to learn how little scientists knew about the common insect.
 What researchers did know was that each species of 
bioluminescent adult firefly has its own flash fingerprint. Males 
fly through the air and search for females with a species-specific 
light display. Some flash only once. Some emit “flash trains” 
of up to nine carefully timed pulses. Others fly in specific aerial 
patterns, briefly dipping before sharply ascending and forming 
a “J” of light. A few even shake their abdomens from side to 
side and appear to be twinkling. “So if you’re looking over a 
field,” says Branham, “You can pretty accurately tell how many 
species are in that area.”
 What scientists did not fully understand was how these 
signaling systems radiated into this diverse ensemble. Branham 
suspected it might have to do with female preference. As males 
dart through the air, performing luminous gymnastics for sex, 
females sit, often immobile, on vegetation, waiting to start a 
flash dialogue with the right male. “Females are pretty choosy 
about who they flash back to,” Branham explains. And they 
should be: females have a great investment in the offspring since 
the eggs are more expensive than sperm to produce.
 To test his theory of female choice, Branham resorted to the 
unnatural. He created a computer-driven robotic firefly that could 
mimic the flash pattern of each species he studied. Branham 
could also tweak parameters like light color, intensity, and timing 
and enter the field to gauge how mates reacted. When he made 
the artificial firefly pulse at strobe-light speeds, beyond those 
possible in nature, females sparked like live wires.
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Member Preview
on Thursday, March 29, 4–8 pm

Members are invited to see Creatures	of	Light:	Nature’s	Bioluminescence 
at a special preview on Thursday, March 29, beginning at 4 pm. 
View the exhibition and stay for a wine reception from 6 to 8 pm. 
Please RSVP by calling the Membership Office at 212-769-5606.

Creatures of Light: Nature’s Bioluminescence 
Opens Saturday, March 31 

Creatures	of	Light introduces visitors to the astonishing variety 
of organisms that produce light. The exhibition unfolds through 
a series of immersive environments, beginning in a forest of 
bioluminescent mushrooms and taking visitors through a meadow 
filled with fireflies, a bioluminescent bay in Puerto Rico, coral reefs, 
and the deep sea to highlight the ways in which different animals 
produce and use light  to attract mates and prey and to threaten 
predators. Along the way, see live flashlight fish and special 
equipment, including a scale model of a deep-sea submersible.

The exhibition is curated by John Sparks, associate curator 
and curator-in-charge in the Department of Ichthyology at the 
American Museum of Natural History.  

Creatures of Light: Nature’s Bioluminescence is organized by 
the American Museum of Natural History, New York (amnh.org), 
in collaboration with the Canadian Museum of Nature, Ottawa, Canada, 
and The Field Museum, Chicago.

Generous support for Creatures of Light has been provided by 
the Eileen P. Bernard Exhibition Fund. 

As Firefly Numbers Seem to Slide,
Researchers Ponder Effects on Ecosystems

If fireflies disappeared, humans would miss out on spectacular 
summer entertainment. But how could a loss in firefly numbers 
shape an ecosystem?
 Firefly larvae are voracious predators, feeding on snails, 
slugs, and earthworms and keeping the ecosystem in delicate 
balance. Many are stocking up on food for their whole adulthood, 
throughout which they will never eat. Some climb trees in pursuit 
of arboreal snails. Others have gills like fish that allow them 
to dive for aquatic snails, whose shells they then use for protection 
like hermit crabs. In parts of Asia, a large mollusk called an apple 
snail has ravaged important crops like rice, and firefly larvae 
are being explored as a potential form of biocontrol to protect 
those nations’ food supply.
 “Just think how poetic it could be if we had fireflies control 
snails in these agricultural systems as larvae and produce 
entertainment as a byproduct as adults,” says Marc Branham, 
an entomologist at the University of Florida. 
 Researchers are still investigating whether firefly numbers 
are dwindling. “If you ask anybody out there, they will tell you that 
it seems like there aren’t as many fireflies out now as there were 
10 or 20 or 40 years ago,” explains Branham. The lack of data on 
older population numbers makes verifying their decline difficult. 
“But it’s pretty clear that there are some locations where people 
used to see many fireflies, and now you don’t see any.”
 If fireflies are in fact in danger, humans’ own flair for all 
things luminescent may be to blame. Neighborhoods that stay lit 
through the night may severely disrupt firefly mating behavior 
because the insects gauge when to flash based on how dark it is 
outside. One Florida species flashes for a precise 27 minutes each 
night, but without the correct lighting cue, these insects won’t 
understand when it’s time to start signaling and find a mate. Other 
factors, such as herbicides and pesticides, as well as habitat loss to 
urbanization, might be affecting the lightning bug as well.

Hiramatsu combined slow-shutter 
speed photos for stunning images 
of flashing fireflies. 

This table shows the diverse timing and repetition of flash 
dialogues from five North American firefly species. Shaded boxes 
represent repeating sequences. Blank boxes indicate “optional” 
flashes that reflect variation among individuals, including, in the 
case of P.	consimilis, the responding female’s level of interest.

Photinus	pyralis

Photinus	ignitus	

Photinus	consimilis

Photinus	granulatus	

Photinus	collustrans

species

time 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

male flash pattern

seconds

female response
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